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PREFACE
This book was started a long time ago from the standpoint of a profound admiration for Macedonian monuments of the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods. Some dissatisfaction with their use primarily for historical rather than art-historical purposes shaped its course. In the process it became a study of themes as well as monuments, with a focus on the pictorial presentation of gender, especially masculinity, which is the common denominator of my chosen themes of warfare, hunting, and abduction. An especially interesting subtheme is the pictorial means of allocating power in these situations. I set the ancient Macedonians' engagement with these themes within Greece's broader visual culture -the web of ideas and representations that organized and made sense of experiences -while taking into account Macedonia's particularities. Difficult precisely to define, gender terms such as masculinity, its synonym manhood, and femininity refer to sets of expectations, challenges, behaviors, and images that structure the presentation of men and women in different societies.
The book was shaped by the realization that most discipline-specific questions we ask end up rehearsing (and sometimes conflicting with) larger intellectual issues, including basic but complicated issues of human cognition. In pursuing the questions, I frequently turned to other disciplines engaged with ancient Greece or other ancient Mediterranean visual cultures, but also to analogous situations in other times and places that I found helpful for understanding the topic. Obviously, the choice of paths to follow and analogous situations to pursue is always partial, shaped by the limitations of one's knowledge and by practical factors, as well as by serendipitous discoveries. I frequently pursued the directions to which these other materials were pointing, and this book bears the marks of forays into intellectual territories other than my own. Although the effort may be deemed unnecessary, the outcome is an accurate, if greatly condensed, record of the routes along which this research developed.
In the lengthy period in which I worked on the topics of this book, a cultural paradigm steadily gained strength in both scholarship and popular culture: the use of sexuality as a framework for understanding and articulating a range of human situations, including some that on the face of things do not seem fundamentally sexual. This paradigm decidedly broke the confines of Freudian psychoanalysis, where it had been operative for a much longer time, becoming increasingly self-evident and, in certain situations, possibly reaching the status of dead metaphor.
When Mark Wigley in 1992 called for a place for sexuality in academic discourse, 1 his argument was still radical. Today it is a norm, not least in the history of ancient Greek art. From the nudity of Archaic kouroi to the PREFACE downcast eyes of Classical figures fully enveloped in voluminous drapery, sexual tension is routinely found to operate in individual works and their relationship with the viewer. Popular culture in the West has developed similar norms. These are manifested daily in both of the very different modern cultures that I feel confident I understand with nuance: Greek and North American. In Greece popular entertainers who previously loved their work may now proclaim an "erotic relationship" with that work, which seems to imply more than a particular mode of dress, self-presentation, or bodily movement. In the United States actresses confess to thinking of themselves "as a very sexual creature." Here, then, is a trope that future scholars should be able to trace in the attitudes of the late twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries, a trope that shapes both lived experience and the academic study of the past, a trope that says something about "us."
It is precisely this sort of trope, visual but also more broadly cultural, that this book seeks to explore, a set of connections among key visual themes that shaped the Greek cultural imagination in the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods. A cursory look at our contemporary culture shows us that paradigms do prevail, that shifts in mentality do take place, and that they should be graspable, most definitively by future critics living outside the mentality. But how accurately would those critics be able to "hear," to assess, to discern the linguistic difference between, for instance, loving something and having an erotic relationship with it? And how would they gain future access to the possible exasperation that contemporaries might experience at yet another singer who proclaims an erotic relationship to song or the rolling of the eyes at a scholar's discernment of yet another phallic tree or weapon?
The three pictorial themes I am primarily concerned with in this book -warfare, hunting, and abduction -are intertwined with each other in art but also in language, and, furthermore, they have been implicated in the subject of sexuality. In building up a context, the study of the art inevitably must also draw from the study of language. This book bears the marks of such an effort, as well as the marks of the realization that any foray outside one's immediate field stumbles across disagreements in the ancillary fields as well as instabilities in those other context-building materials, including the meaning of words.
A moderately naïve user of ancient dictionaries, I became a suspicious one in the aftermath of a controversy that erupted in Greece with the 1998 publication of George Babiniotis's massive dictionary of the modern Greek language ("with comments on the accurate usage of words"). The entry for the Greek word for "Bulgarian" included a secondary, pejorative definition of "Bulgarian" as a fan or player of a team from Thessaloniki in northern Greece. This definition aimed to take note of the word's usage as an insult by sports fans from southern Greece, hurled at their opponents in the heat of the game. After much controversy (which touched only on a few of the problematic implications of the situation) and intervention by the courts, a second edition in 2002 omitted this definition. It also omitted pejorative or almost pejorative definitions that had not given rise to public controversy: of "Jewish" as a person who minds primarily his own business, who is stingy and avaricious; of "Albanian" as a hard-working but poorly paid individual; of the feminine form of the word "Philippine" as a household assistant from the Philippines. Not omitted from a second edition was a secondary definition of a form of the word "English" as punctual. I will admit to having been an occasional user, in playful self-mockery, of the expression from which the latter definition was contextually extracted: "being 'English' in one's rendezvous." In a clear case of language without belief, however, I have never expected a British individual to be There are clearly many questions that this series of lexical episodes raise, but the one that is relevant in the present context is whether the pejorative (or positive) definitions mentioned above are or are not really operative in modern Greek language (irrespective of whether they should or should not be given formal dictionary representation). Do they exist as abstract manifestations of language or only as instances of use? Do they or do they not capture fundamental perceptions and beliefs? If yes, do they have normative status? When does the meaning of a word become normative? Of course, philologists and historical linguists put equivalent questions at the center of inquiry. What does Xenophon really mean when he uses the verb "to love" in connection to horses and horsemanship? Is that meaning in some sense erotic? The modern situation shows that objective decisions may be difficult, if not impossible, to reach at times, even when the evidence surrounds us.
I mentioned the example of Babiniotis's dictionary because it points to the type of complexity that has made an impact on my project. On one hand, I seek to analyze pictures in order to participate in the historical enterprise. On the other, building the scaffolding for this enterprise is anything but straightforward. It is this realization that often moderates the certainty of my statements and stops me from making definitive pronouncements on how people were in the late Classical and Hellenistic periods or what they thought collectively or individually. I do realize of course that readers will turn to this book for answers, and I do try to provide them. I do not, however, force an answer to questions I consider open-ended or unanswerable. This is the result not of intellectual cowardice but of a pragmatic assessment of real situations.
I would conceptualize this question of historical reconstruction as a form of tension between context and framing, which has come to replace context in some circles. Norman Bryson drew attention to the difficulties the concept context entails and to the illusory status of our satisfaction with the concept.
2 Mieke Bal discussed context and framing by way of contrast, framing as an alternative to context. 3 I think, however, that both the impulse to explain (context) and the impulse to interpret (framing) should be operative in the scholarly effort. I take historical context to be a philosophically problematic but heuristically indispensable category, and thus I do pursue its quest, however complicated. But I also frequently resort to framing, which allows us to travel thematically, in the knowledge that images live variously through time and that our access to them is variously mediated.
This book, then, was written on two levels. On the one hand, it performs the basic positivist work of gathering and documenting images that bear on the chosen themes. On the other hand, in charting their relationships to one another by means of the broader themes of gender, sexuality, and violence, this book simultaneously enters into the territory of theory. I engage with theory selectively, whenever a specific question leads to larger issues beyond itself, hence a certain shuttling in the text between object and concept. It should be evident from what I said before that I am drawn to those theories that attend to the instabilities of meaning and problematize our scholarly impulse to present coherent reconstructions of the past. One finds this outlook in theorists with widely different disciplinary allegiances: for example, in George Kubler's anthropological argument for a disjunctive theory of history and a nonlinear history of art; in Hayden White's skepticism about the possibility of objective history writing; and in Judith Butler's philosophical belief that gender norms lack the internal confidence and efficacy typically attributed to them, their fixity being an enactment rather than a given.
